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In this paper it is shown that the quantum state of a multiverse made up of classically discon-
nected regions of the space-time, whose dynamical evolution is dominated by a homogeneous and
isotropic fluid, is given by a squeezed state. These are typical quantum states that have no classical
counterpart and, therefore, they allow us to analyze the violation of classical inequalities as well
as the EPR argument in the context of the quantum multiverse. The thermodynamical properties
of entanglement are calculated for a composite quantum state of two universes whose states are
quantum mechanically correlated. The energy of entanglement between the positive and negative
modes of a scalar field, which correspond to the expanding and contracting branches of a phantom
universe, respectively, are also computed.
PACS numbers: 98.80.Qc, 03.65.Ud
I. INTRODUCTION
In quantum optics, there are quantum states that vi-
olate some inequalities which should be satisfied in the
classical theory of light. The effect of photon antibunch-
ing, the violation of the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality and
mainly the violation of Bell’s inequalities, clearly reveal
the corpuscular nature of the photon and the existence
of non-local correlations in the quantum state of an en-
tangled pair of photons [1]. Then, quantum states with
no classical analog allow us to understand the concept
of complementarity and the non-local character of the
quantum theory.
In the context of a quantum multiverse, the existence
of such states and the violation of classical equations
might also help us to understand cosmical effects that
have no classical counterpart, one of these could well
be the current accelerated expansion of the universe.
Furthermore, in the quantum multiverse, which is the
natural context of the quantum description of the uni-
verse, there is no common space-time among the uni-
verses and, therefore, the concepts of complementarity
and non-locality have to be revised or extended. One of
the aims of this paper is the analysis of such an extension.
The other aim is to study the thermodynamics of a pair
of universes whose quantum mechanical states are entan-
gled. As it is well known, entanglement is a quantum
feature without classical analog. Actually, gravitational
and cosmic entanglement are clearly related to quantum
effects that have no classical counterpart as they can be
related to the origin of the black hole thermodynamics
[2, 3], and, on cosmological grounds, to the current accel-
erated expansion of the universe [4, 5] and in the context
of a multiverse scenario [6, 7]. Therefore, entanglement
between the states of two different universes will pre-
sumably provide us also with quantum effects having no
classical analog.
Quantum entanglement between the states of two uni-
verses has to be considered in the multiverse provided
that the concept of complementarity can also be applied
in quantum cosmology. In that case, interference pro-
cesses between the states of the universes should be ex-
pected, and they might have dynamical and thermody-
namical consequences in each single universe.
On the other hand, the context of a quantum mul-
tiverse impels us to the introduction of new statistical
boundary conditions. These can be given, for instance,
by imposing a constant number of universes in the multi-
verse, a constant energy or a constant entropy, conditions
that can be partially determined by the choice of repre-
sentation which is taken to describe the state of single
universes. They can also determine the degree of entan-
glement between different universes.
The outline of the paper is the following. In Sec. II,
we calculate the quantum state of the universe and we
conclude that entangled states, squeezed states and gen-
erally other quantum states with no classical analog have
to be considered in the quantum multiverse. The possible
violation of classical inequalities as well as the analog of
the EPR argument in the multiverse are also analyzed.
In Sec. III, we define the thermodynamical properties
of a closed system in the context of a quantum theory of
information. Then, we consider a pair of universes whose
quantum states are correlated and we calculate the ther-
modynamics of entanglement in each single universe of
the pair. In Sec. IV, we draw some conclusions and fur-
ther comments.
II. QUANTUM STATES IN THE MULTIVERSE
WITH NO CLASSICAL ANALOG
A. Third quantization
The natural formulation of the quantum multiverse is
a third quantization scheme [8], where creation and anni-
hilation operators of universes can be defined [8, 9]. The
basic idea is to consider the wave function of the universe
2as a field that propagates in the superspace of geometries
and matter fields and, then, to study the state of the
multiverse as a quantum field theory in the superspace.
Such a quantum field theory is not well-defined in a gen-
eral superspace. However, in the case of a homogeneous
and isotropic space-time, the Wheeler-DeWitt equation
can be interpreted as a Klein-Gordon equation in the
minisuperspace defined by the variables (a, ~ϕ), where the
scale factor, a, formally plays the role of the time vari-
able and the scalar fields, ~ϕ ≡ (ϕ1, . . . , ϕn), play the
role of the spatial coordinates in the analogy between
the third quantization formalism and the quantum field
theory in a curved space-time. The role of the scale factor
as the time variable within a single universe can generally
be a problematic task (for the customary discussions on
the subject, see Refs. [10–16]). Howerver, in the third
quantization formalism, the scale factor is just formally
taken as an intrinsic time variable which is allowed by
the Lorentzian signature of the minisupermetric of the
minisuperspace being considered [8, 16–18].
Let us therefore start with a Friedmann-Robertson-
Walker space-time, with closed spatial sections, which is
filled with a homogeneous and isotropic fluid with equa-
tion of state given by, p = wρ, where p and ρ are the pres-
sure and the energy density of the fluid, respectively, and
w a constant parameter. Let us also consider a massless
scalar field, ϕ. Then, with an appropriate factor ordering
choice [16] and rescaling the scalar field to absorb unim-
portant constants, the Wheeler-DeWitt equation can be
written as(
a2∂2aa + a∂a +
ω20a
2q − a4
~2
− ∂2ϕϕ
)
φ(a, ϕ) = 0, (1)
where φ(a, ϕ) is the wave function of the universe, which
is defined in the minisuperspace spanned by the variables
(a, ϕ), and ω0 is a constant of integration that depends
on the energy density of the universe at a given spatial
hypersurface, Σ(a0). In Eq. (1), q ≡ 32 (1 − w), just
effectively parameterizes different kind of fluids that can
permeate the universe. For instance, the values w = 13 ,
w = 0, and w = −1, are equivalent to consider that
the classical evolution of the universe is dominated by a
radiation-like fluid, a matter (dust), or a vacuum energy,
respectively. For concreteness, let us assume the value
w = −1 which corresponds to a universe endorsed with a
cosmological constant, i.e. q = 3 and ω20 ≡ Λ in Eq. (1).
Then, the Wheeler-DeWitt equation can be written as
~
2φ¨+
~
2
a
φ˙− ~
2
a2
φ′′ + (Λa4 − a2)φ = 0, (2)
where, φ ≡ φ(a, ϕ), φ˙ ≡ ∂φ
∂a
, and φ′ ≡ ∂φ
∂ϕ
.
In the third quantization formalism, the wave function
of the universe is promoted to an operator that can be
decomposed in normal modes as
φˆ(a, ϕ) =
∫
dkeikϕAk(a)cˆ
†
k + e
−ikϕA∗k(a)cˆk, (3)
FIG. 1: The creation of a De-Sitter universe from a De-Sitter
instanton.
where the probability amplitude Ak(a) satisfies the equa-
tion of the damped harmonic oscillator,
~
2A¨k(a) +
~
2
a
A˙k(a) + ω
2
k(a)Ak(a) = 0, (4)
with a frequency given by
ωk(a) =
√
Λa4 − a2 + ~
2k2
a2
. (5)
The operators, cˆ ≡√ω0k2~ (φˆ+ iω0k pˆφ) and cˆ† ≡√ω0k2~ (φˆ−
i
ω0k
pˆφ), in Eq. (3) are, respectively, the annihilation
and creation operators of modes of the universe with ω0k
given by Eq. (5) evaluated at the boundary hypersurface
Σ(a0).
The real values of the frequency (5) define the oscilla-
tory regime of the wave function of the universe in the
Lorentzian region, and the complex values define the Eu-
clidean region. Let us first consider the zero mode wave
function, i.e. k = 0. Then, for the value a > a+ ≡ 1√Λ ,
the solution of the Friedmann equation describes the evo-
lution of a closed DeSitter space-time with an eventual
exponential expansion of the scale factor with respect to
the Friedmann time, i.e. a(t) ∼ e
√
Λt. For the value,
a < a+, the solution of the Euclidean Friedmann equa-
tion corresponds to a DeSitter instanton that eventually
collapses at the Euclidean time τ = 0 (see, Fig. 1). This
is the customary picture of a DeSitter universe created
from a DeSitter instanton [10, 16, 19, 20].
The quantum correction given by the last term of Eq.
(5) introduces an important difference. For a value,
km > k > 0, where k
2
m ≡ 427~2Λ2 , there are two transi-
tion hypersurfaces from the Euclidean to the Lorentzian
region, Σ′ ≡ Σ(a+) and Σ′′ ≡ Σ(a−), respectively, with
a+ ≡ 1√
3Λ
√
1 + 2 cos
(
θk
3
)
, (6)
a− ≡ 1√
3Λ
√
1− 2 cos
(
θk + π
3
)
, (7)
3FIG. 2: Before reaching the collapse, the instanton finds the
transition hypersurface Σ′′.
where, in units for which ~ = 1,
θk ≡ arctan 2k
√
k2m − k2
k2m − 2k2
. (8)
The picture is then rather different from the one depicted
in Fig. 1. First, at the transition hypersurface Σ′ the
universe finds the Euclidean region (let us notice that
for k → 0, a+ → 1√Λ and a− → 0). However, before
reaching the collapse, the Euclidean instanton finds the
transition hypersurface Σ′′ (see Fig 2). Then, following
a mechanism that parallels that proposed by Barvinsky
and Kamenshchik in Refs. [21–23], two instantons can be
matched by identifying their hypersurfaces Σ′′ (see Fig.
3). The instantons can thus be created in pairs which
would eventually give rise to an entangled pair of uni-
verses. Let us notice that this is a quantum effect having
no classical analog because the quantum correction term
in Eq. (5) does not appear in the classical theory.
Furthermore, let us also note that there is no Euclidean
regime for the value k ≥ km and, therefore, no universes
are created from the space-time foam with such values
of the mode. The value km can then be considered the
natural cut-off of the theory, avoiding the ultraviolet di-
vergences of the scalar field. The same value can also be
taken as a cut-off for more general models of the minisu-
perspace provided that the general boundary condition
for the potential of the scalar field [15, 16], V (a, ϕ) → 0
for a → 0, is satisfied. In that case, the behavior of the
modes of the universe in the limit of small values of the
scale factor would be similar to that given by Eq. (4).
For a value of the scale factor a ≫ a−, the quantum
correction term in Eq. (5) can be disregarded and the
WKB approximation can be considered. Then, the solu-
tions of Eq. (2) are given, up to order ~, by
Ak(a) ≈ 1√
2aω(a)
e±
i
~
Sc(a), (9)
where Sc(a) is the solution of the corresponding
Hamilton-Jacobi equation, given by
Sc(a) =
∫ a
da′ ω(a′) =
(a2Λ− 1) 32
3Λ
. (10)
FIG. 3: The creation of a pair of entangled universes from a
pair of instantons.
The negative sign in Eq. (9) corresponds to the expand-
ing branch of the universe and the positive sign to the
contracting branch. This can easily be seen by noticing
that in the semiclassical approximation the momentum
operator, defined by the equation pˆaφ(a) ≡ −i~∂φ(a)∂a , is
highly picked around the value of the classical momentum
[24], pca ≡ −a∂a∂t , where t is the Friedmann time. Then,
∂a
∂t
≈ ∓ 1
a
∂Sc
∂a
in the semiclassical regime, where the nega-
tive sign corresponds to the positive sign in Eq. (9), and
the positive sign corresponds to the negative one. The
WKB approximation given by Eq. (9) is still valid in the
Euclidean regime provided that a+ > a ≫ a−. Then,
the oscillatory function turns out to be an exponential
function, φ ∝ e± IE~ , with IE(a) = iSc(a). For a value,
a+ ≫ a & a−, the first term in the integrand of Eq. (5)
can be disregarded and Eq. (4) can be solved in terms
of modified Bessel functions, so an approximate solution
can be obtained for the whole Euclidean domain (with
a− ≫ lP ).
The kind of universes created and annihilated by the
operators cˆ†k and cˆk, respectively, in Eq. (3) depends on
the boundary condition that is imposed on the state of
single universes. The no-boundary condition [20, 25] is
equivalent in the minisuperspace to imposing regularity
conditions to the wave function of the universe in the
Euclidean regime [26]. Then, the negative sign has to be
chosen in the Euclidean version of the modes given by
Eq. (9). By applying appropriate matching conditions,
the wave function turns out to be given in the Lorentzian
regime by an equally probable combination of expand-
ing and contracting branches of the universe [27]. Then,
an effectively interaction process makes the quantum su-
perposition to decoherence into the single branches [28–
30]. It has to be noticed, however, that such a regular-
ity condition has only to be imposed on the zero mode
wave function because, for other modes different from
zero, the quantum correction term in Eq. (5) makes the
Euclidean wave function to be regular, for both signs
of the exponential, in the Euclidean domain defined by,
aE+ > a
E > aE− 6= 0.
On the other hand, the tunneling boundary condition
[10, 19] states that the only modes that survive the quan-
tum barrier of the Euclidean region are the outgoing
4modes of the minisuperspace that correspond to the ex-
panding branches of the universe. Then, the negative
sign has to be chosen in Eq. (9), and the modes Ak(a)
describe expanding branches of the universe. Thus, the
operators cˆ†k and cˆk in Eq. (3) correspond to the cre-
ation and annihilation operators, respectively, of expand-
ing branches of the universe. The modes of the wave
function (3), φk(a, ϕ) = e
ikϕAk(a), with the choice of
the tunneling boundary condition, satisfy the orthonor-
mality conditions
(φk, φl) = δkl , (φ
∗
k, φ
∗
l ) = −δkl , (φk, φ∗l ) = 0, (11)
under the following scalar product,
(φ, ψ) ≡ −i
∫ ∞
−∞
dϕW−1(φ∂aψ∗ − ψ∗∂φ), (12)
where W = 1
a
is the Wronskian of Eq. (4).
The universes of the multiverse can generally posses
different values of the scale factor as well as different
values of their cosmological constants and matter fields.
The general quantum state of the multiverse would then
be given by a linear combination of product states of the
form [9]
Ψ ~N (a,
~φ) = ΨΛ1N1(a, φ1)Ψ
Λ2
N2
(a, φ2) · · ·ΨΛnNn(a, φn), (13)
where, ~φ ≡ (φ1, φ2, . . . , φn), and ~N ≡ (N1, N2, . . . , Nn),
with Ni being the number of universes of type i, rep-
resented by the wave function φi ≡ φ(a, ϕi) that corre-
sponds to a universe with the value of the cosmological
constant Λi. The functions, Ψ
Λi
Ni
(a, φi) in Eq. (13), are
the wave functions of the number eigenstates of the third
quantized Schro¨dinger equation
i~
∂
∂a
ΨΛiNi(a, φi) = Hˆi(a, φ, pφ)Ψ
Λi
Ni
(a, φi), (14)
where, Hˆi(a, φ, pφ) =
∫
dk Hˆ
(i)
k (a, φk, pφk), is the third
quantized Hamiltonian that corresponds to each kind of
universe [see, Eq. (56)]. The customary interpretation of
the wave function of the multiverse (13) is the following
[8]: let us consider the expansion of the wave function in
the orthonormal basis of number states, i.e.
Ψ =
∑
~N
Ψ ~N (a,
~φ)| ~N 〉, (15)
then, Ψ ~N(a0,
~φ) is the probability amplitude to find ~N
universes in the state of the multiverse with a value of
the scale factor a = a0. The state given by Eq. (15) only
represents the quantum state of a multiverse made up of
homogeneous and isotropic universes. However, the ho-
mogeneity and isotopy of the universes of the multiverse
are conditions that can be assumed in a first approxi-
mation provided that the transition hypersurface Σ′′ is
located well above the Planck scale, i.e. a− ≫ lP . Then,
it can be considered that the quantum state (15) rather
generally represents the quantum state of the multiverse.
Let us finally analyze the case of a quantum multiverse
made up of flat universes. Then, the second term in the
radicand of Eq. (5) disappears and the wave function
of the universe represents the quantum state of a flat
DeSitter universe with the value Λ of the cosmological
constant or, in the case of considering Eq. (1) instead of
Eq. (2), it represents the quantum state of a flat universe
homogeneously and isotropically filled with a fluid with
equation of state given by p = wρ, where p and ρ are the
pressure and the energy density of the fluid, respectively.
In such a case, the Wheeler-DeWitt can be solved ex-
actly and the modes of the wave function of the universe,
normalized with the tunneling boundary condition, are
given by
Bk(a) ≡ Aflatk (a) =
√
π
4q
e
pik
2q eikϕH(2)ik
q
(
ω0
q~
aq), (16)
where H(2)ν (x) is the Hankel function of second kind and
order ν. The modes given in Eq. (16) correspond to
the expanding branches of the universe because for large
values of the scale factor, or in the limit ~→ 0, they can
be written as [31]
H(2)ν (
ω0
q~
aq) ∼ a− q2 e− i~Sc(a), (17)
with, Sc(a) =
ω0
q
aq, being the classical action (let us re-
call that for a vacuum energy dominated universe, q = 3
and ω0 ≡
√
Λ). If we otherwise impose the ’no-boundary’
condition by requiring regularity conditions in the whole
domain of the wave function, the modes turn out to be
given by
B¯k =
(
2q
π
sinh
kπ
q
)− 12
eikϕJ− ik
q
(ω˜0a
q). (18)
The two sets of modes, obtained respectively with the
tunneling boundary condition and the no-boundary pro-
posal, are then related by the Bogoliubov relation
B¯k = αkBk + βkB
∗
k, (19)
where αk and βk are given by
αk = e
pik
q βk , βk =
(
e−
pik
q
2 sinh πk
q
) 1
2
. (20)
Therefore, the assumption of one or the other bound-
ary condition for the wave function of the universe might
have distinguishable consequences within the framework
of a third quantization formalism. The vacuum state
that satisfies the tunneling condition, |0k〉, and the cor-
responding one of the no-boundary proposal, |0¯k〉, are
defined by
bˆk|0k〉 = 0 , ˆ¯bk|0¯k〉 = 0, (21)
where bˆk and
ˆ¯bk are the annihilation operators of uni-
verses in the k mode of each representation. The number
5operator, ˆ¯Nk ≡ ˆ¯b†kˆ¯bk, of the modes obtained with the no-
boundary condition can be computed in the vacuum of
the representation given by the tunneling condition, i.e.
〈0k| ˆ¯Nk|0k〉 = |βk|2 = 1
e
2pik
q − 1
. (22)
It corresponds to a thermal distribution with a temper-
ature given by
T ≡ q
2π
(
~
kB
)
, (23)
with q ≡ 32 (1−w) = 3 for a vacuum dominated universe
(for which w = −1). The above thermal distribution is
formally similar to the thermal radiation that appears
in the quantization of a scalar field in a Milne universe
in the context of the quantum field theory in a curved
space-time (see Ref. [32]). However, unlike the Milne
universe, it is not clear in the case of a multiverse made
up of parent universes which vacuum state corresponds
to a ’preferred observer’ (i.e., to an adiabatic vacuum),
because the modes of the wave function of the universe
are defined in the minisuperspace rather than upon the
space-time.
Furthermore, in the case of phantom dominated uni-
verse it appears a multiverse as a consequence of the dis-
cretization of the parameter w in the equation of state of
the phantom fluid [33]. In that case, w → wj ≡ −1− 13j
for j = 1, 2, . . ., and then each universe of that multiverse
has a different temperature given by,
Tj ≡ 3
2π
(1 +
1
6j
) ; j = 1, 2, . . . ,∞. (24)
The temperature for a vacuum dominated universe, for
which w = −1 (j → ∞), presents the limiting value
T = 32π . Thus, the temperature of a phantom universe is
higher than that of a vacuum dominated universe.
B. Entangled states
Entangled states and other quantum states with no
classical analog can generally be posed in the quantum
multiverse. Let us first consider a pair of universes cre-
ated from the double instantons described in the preced-
ing section. The matching hypersurface Σ′′ ≡ Σ′′(a−),
where a− ≡ a−(θk) is given by Eqs. (7-8), depends on
the value of the mode, k. Therefore, the matched instan-
tons can only be joined for an equal value of the mode of
their respective scalar fields. The pair of universes cre-
ated from such a double instanton are then entangled,
with a composite quantum state given by
φI,II =
∫
dkeik(ϕI+ϕII)AI,k(a)AII,k(a) cˆ
†
I,k cˆ
†
II,k + e
−ik(ϕI+ϕII )A∗I,k(a)A
∗
II,k(a) cˆI,k cˆII,k, (25)
where ϕI,II are the values of the scalar field of each single
universe, labelled I and II, respectively. The cross terms
like AI,kA
∗
II,k cannot be present in the state of the pair
of universes because the orthonormality relations (11).
Then, the composite quantum state must necessarily be
the entangled state represented by Eq. (25).
Another example of entangled states in the multiverse
can be found in Ref. [33]. In a universe whose evolution is
mainly dominated by the so-called phantom energy [34] a
big rip singularity occurs in our future [34, 35], splitting
the whole space-time manifold into two regions, before
and after the big rip, respectively. These two regions are
causally disconnected because of the breaking down of
the classical laws of physics in the singularity. Then, we
should only consider as physically admissible the space-
time region before the big rip. However, the quantum
effects that would dominate in the neighborhood of the
big rip can smooth the singularity out [36] and, thus, we
have quantum mechanically to consider the region after
the singularity, too. Furthermore, wormholes and ring-
holes would crop up and grow in the neighborhood of
the big rip due to the exotic nature of the phantom fluid
[37, 38], and they would eventually connect the two re-
gions leaving the singularity outside the trajectories fol-
lowed by physical signalling and making therefore acces-
sible to any observers the contracting region beyond the
big rip [33]. In both cases, however, classical causality
between the regions before and after the big rip cannot
be defined. In the former case, because there is no well-
posed notion of causality in the quantum realm. In the
latter, because the relative motion of the mouths of the
wormholes makes the space-time variables of the two re-
gions be classically uncorrelated and independent. Nev-
ertheless, it has to be notice that the kind of fluid that
drives the evolution of the space-time of both regions is
the same from the very definition of the model.
Not all the values of the general solution of the Fried-
mann equation of the phantom multiverse are admissible,
and the parameter of the equation of state, w, has to be
discretized to obtain consistent values of the scale factor
in the region beyond the big rip [33]. Then, each value
of j of the discretization, w ≡ wj = −1 − 13j , can be
interpreted as representative of a proper realization of
the universe in the phantom multiverse, whose quantum
6state is then given by Eq. (3) for each value of the index
j, i.e
φˆj(a, ϕ) =
∫
dkeikϕAj,k(a)cˆ
†
j,k + e
−ikϕA∗j,k(a)cˆj,k, (26)
where Aj,k corresponds to the expanding semiclassical
branch of the universe before the big rip and A∗j,k corre-
sponds to the contracting semiclassical branch after the
singularity. In that case, let us consider two of these re-
alizations, determined by the quantum numbers j and
l, respectively. The quantum state of the multiverse is
given, for a single mode k, by
φjl = Aj,kAl,k cˆ
†
j,kcˆ
†
l,k +A
∗
j,kA
∗
l,k cˆj,k cˆl,k. (27)
Taking into account once again the orthogonality rela-
tions between the modes of the universe, given by Eq.
(11), there cannot be terms like Aj,kA
∗
l,k , and therefore
the quantum state of the universe must be the entangled
state given by Eq. (27).
Entangled states have no classical analog and they pro-
vide us with an example in which the EPR argument
could be applied in a cosmological context. However,
there is no need of a common space-time among the uni-
verses in the quantum multiverse and, therefore, the con-
cepts of locality and non-locality would not longer be ap-
plied. The entangled states in the quantum multiverse
are rather related to the quantum interdependence of the
states that represent different regions or branches of the
universe, being these however classically disconnected for
the reasons previously argued in this section.
C. Squeezed states
In Ref. [9], it is shown that the quantum state of a
multiverse made up of homogeneous and isotropic space-
times is given by a squeezed state. In quantum optics,
squeezed states are considered quantum states with no
classical analog and they are related with the violation of
classical inequalities. We shall first obtain the quantum
state of the multiverse in terms of squeezed states and,
in the next subsection, we shall analyze the violation of
classical inequalities as well as the EPR argument in the
context of a quantum multiverse.
Let us first notice that Eq. (4) for the modes Ak(a) of
the wave function of the universe can formally be viewed
as the equation of a damped harmonic oscillator with a
time dependent frequency given by Eq. (5), where the
scale factor formally plays the role of the time variable of
the minisuperspace parametrized by the variables (a, ϕ).
It is well known that the Hamiltonian of a harmonic oscil-
lator with a time dependent frequency is not an invariant
operator [39], and that its eigenstates evolve as squeezed
states [39–45]. It implies that the representation defined
by the eigenstates of the Harmonic oscillator is not a
proper representation for the state of the multiverse be-
cause, then, the number of universes of the multiverse
would depend on the value of the scale factor of a partic-
ular single universe. Similarly, the representation chosen
in Sec. II.A in terms of the operators cˆk and cˆ
†
k, de-
fined after Eq. (3), is not a proper representation for the
quantum state of the multiverse because the eigenvalues
of the number operator, Nˆk ≡ cˆ†k cˆk, are not scale factor
invariant either, a property which is not expected in the
multiverse.
The boundary condition of the multiverse that the
number of universes does not depend on the value of the
scale factor of a particular single universe determines the
representation that has to be chosen. This is given by the
Lewis representation [9, 39], defined for the k mode by
the following annihilation and creation operators [9, 39]
bˆk(a) =
√
1
2~
(
φˆk
Rk
+ i(Rkpˆφk − R˙kφˆk)
)
, (28)
bˆ
†
k(a) =
√
1
2~
(
φˆk
Rk
− i(Rkpˆφk − R˙kφˆk)
)
, (29)
where Rk ≡ Rk(a) is a real and a non-degenerating solu-
tion of the auxiliary equation [39],
R¨k +
1
a
R˙k +
ω2k(a)
~2
Rk =
1
a2R3k
. (30)
It can be checked that a solution of Eq. (30) is given
by, Rk =
√
A21,k +A
2
2,k, where A1,k and A2,k are two
linearly independent solutions of Eq. (4) satisfying the
normalization condition A1,kA˙2,k−A2,kA˙1,k = 1a . In the
following the label k will be omitted assuming that we
are always dealing with a particular single mode of the
wave function of the universe except otherwise indicated.
The operators defined in Eqs. (28) and (29) satisfy the
usual relations,
bˆ(a)|N, a〉 =
√
N |N − 1, a〉, (31)
bˆ†(a)|N, a〉 =
√
N + 1|N + 1, a〉, (32)
bˆ†(a)bˆ(a)|N, a〉 = N |N, a〉, (33)
where |N, a〉 are the eigenstates of the invariant operator,
Iˆ ≡ bˆ†(a)bˆ(a)+ 12 , and therefore N 6= N(a). Thus, N can
be interpreted as the number of universes in the multi-
verse, and bˆ†(a) and bˆ(a) as the creation and annihilation
operators of universes, respectively.
The creation and annihilation operators defined by
Eqs. (28-29) can be related to the creation and anni-
hilation operators of the harmonic oscillator with con-
stant frequency ω0, cˆ
† and cˆ, respectively, by the squeezed
transformation
bˆ(a) = µ0 cˆ+ ν0 cˆ
†, (34)
bˆ†(a) = µ∗0 cˆ
† + ν∗0 cˆ, (35)
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µ0 =
1
2
√
ω0
(
1
R
+ ω0R− iR˙
)
, (36)
ν0 =
1
2
√
ω0
(
1
R
− ω0R− iR˙
)
, (37)
with, |µ0|2 − |ν0|2 = 1.
In quantum optics, the squeezed states of light are also
dubbed two-photon coherent states [46, 47] because they
can be interpreted as the coherent state of an entangled
pair of photons. It allows us to interpret the squeezed
states of the multiverse as the state of a correlated pair of
universes. Let us notice that in the Lewis representation
the Hamiltonian for each single mode of the state of the
multiverse, Hˆ = 12 pˆ
2
φ +
ω2
2 φˆ
2, turns out to be [9, 48]
Hˆ = ~
[
β−bˆ2 + β+(bˆ†)2 + β0
(
bˆ†bˆ+
1
2
)]
, (38)
with
β∗+ = β− =
1
4
{(
R˙− i
R
)2
+ ω2R2
}
, (39)
β0 =
1
2
(
R˙2 +
1
R2
+ ω2R2
)
. (40)
It is worthy to note that the Hamiltonian given by Eq.
(38) is formally equivalent to the Hamiltonian of the de-
generated parametric amplifier of quantum optics, which
is associated to the creation and annihilation of pairs of
photons. Similarly, the quadratic terms of bˆ† and bˆ in
the Hamiltonian (38) can be associated to the creation
and annihilation of correlated pairs of universes in the
quantum state of the multiverse.
We can define the creation and annihilation operators
of pairs of degenerated universes, i.e. those with the same
properties and bˆ1 ≡ bˆ2, Bˆ and Bˆ†, as
Bˆ(a) = cosh r bˆ+ e−i
θ
2 sinh r bˆ†, (41)
Bˆ†(a) = cosh r bˆ† + ei
θ
2 sinh r bˆ, (42)
where
sinh 2r =
2|β±|
ω
, (43)
cosh 2r =
β0
ω
, (44)
θ = i ln
β+
β−
, (45)
with β± and β0 being defined in Eqs. (39-40). In terms
of the creation and annihilation operators of correlated
pairs of universes the Hamiltonian recovers the diagonal
representation, i.e. Hˆ = ~ω(Bˆ†Bˆ + 12 ). Thus, it can be
interpreted that the quantum correlations between the
states of the multiverse, which are given by the non-
diagonal terms in the Hamiltonian, disappear when the
universes are considered in pairs. However, a pair of uni-
verses forms a entangled state for which the thermody-
namic properties of entanglement of each individual uni-
verse can be computed.
Let us now define two other representations with a
clear physical interpretation of the state of the multi-
verse. We can consider large universes with a character-
istic length of order of the Hubble length of our universe.
They are called parent universes [8]. For large values of
the scale factor, the non-diagonal terms in the Hamil-
tonian (38) vanish and the coefficient β0 asymptotically
coincide with the proper frequency of the Hamiltonian
[9]. Equivalently, it can be checked that r → 0 in Eqs.
(41-42) and, therefore, the operators Bˆ† and Bˆ turn out
to be the creation and annihilation operators of single
universes. Then, the quantum correlations between the
number states disappear and, thus, the quantum transi-
tions among number states are asymptotically suppressed
for parent universes. In terms of the creation and anni-
hilation of parent universes, asymptotically defined by
bˆ†p ≡
√
ω(a)
2~ (φˆ − iω(a) pˆφ) and bˆp ≡
√
ω(a)
2~ (φˆ +
i
ω(a) pˆφ),
the creation and annihilation operators of Lewis states,
given by Eqs. (28-29), are
bˆ(a) = µp bˆp + νp bˆ
†
p, (46)
bˆ†(a) = µ∗p bˆ
†
p + ν
∗
p bˆp, (47)
where
µp =
1
2
√
ω(a)
(
1
R
+ ω(a)R− iR˙), (48)
νp =
1
2
√
ω(a)
(
1
R
− ω(a)R− iR˙), (49)
with |µp|2 − |νp|2 = 1, so they are related by a squeezed
transformation, too.
We can also consider the quantum fluctuations of the
space-time of a parent universe, whose contribution to
the wave function of the universe is important at the
Planck scale [49]. Some of these fluctuations can be
viewed as tiny regions of the space-time that branch off
from the parent universe and rejoin the large regions
thereafter; thus, they can be then interpreted as virtual
baby universes [8]. In that case, for small values of the
scale factor [9],
β∗+ = β− → −
ωb
4
, (50)
β0 → ωb
2
, (51)
where ωb is a constant that would generally depend on
the length and energy scales of the baby universe. Quan-
tum correlations play then an important role in the state
of the gravitational vacuum. This is represented by a
squeezed state, an effect that can be related to that pre-
viously pointed out by Grishchuck and Sidorov [50], who
also showed that the squeezed state of the gravitational
8vacuum can be interpreted as the creation of gravita-
tional waves in an expanding universe. In terms of the
creation and annihilation operators of baby universes,
bˆ
†
b ≡
√
ωb
2~ (φˆ− iωb pˆφ) and bˆp ≡
√
ωb
2~ (φˆ+
i
ωb
pˆφ), the Lewis
operators (28-29) are given by
bˆ(a) = µb bˆb + νb bˆ
†
b, (52)
bˆ†(a) = µ∗b bˆ
†
b + ν
∗
b bˆb, (53)
with,
µb =
1
2
√
ωb
(
1
R
+ ωbR− iR˙), (54)
νb =
1
2
√
ωb
(
1
R
− ωbR− iR˙), (55)
and, |µb|2 − |νb|2 = 1.
Let us finally consider the general quantum state of a
multiverse which is made up of pairs of entangled uni-
verses. As it has been pointed out in Sect. II.A, the
universes of the multiverse can generally posses different
values of their cosmological constants and scalar fields.
However, the value of the cosmological constant for each
single pair of universes is the same as a result of the
boundary condition imposed on the state of the whole
multiverse. Then, the general quantum state of the mul-
tiverse would evolve then with the Schro¨dinger equation
(14), with the Hamiltonians Hˆi given by
Hˆi(a, φ, pφ) = ~
∫
dk
{
β
(i)
k,−bˆ
(i)
1,kbˆ
(i)
2,k + β
(i)
k,+(bˆ
(i)
1,k)
†(bˆ(i)2,k)
† +
1
2
β
(i)
0,k
(
(bˆ
(i)
1,k)
†bˆ(i)1,k + (bˆ
(i)
2,k)
†bˆ(i)2,k + 1
)}
, (56)
where, β
(i)
k,± and β
(i)
k,0 are given by Eqs. (39-40) for each
value k of the mode of the wave function of a single uni-
verse, and the index i labels the different species of pairs
of universes that can be present in the multiverse. In the
case considered in Sec. II.A, it labels the different val-
ues of the cosmological constant, Λi, and the scalar field,
ϕi, of the universes of the multiverse [see the definitions
given after Eq. (13)].
D. Violation of classical equations in the multiverse
In quantum optics, squeezed states and other quantum
states violate some inequalities that should be satisfied in
the classical description of light. For instance, the second
order coherence, g(2)(0), which classically should satisfy
[1, 51] g(2)(0) ≥ 1, quantum mechanically is given, for a
single mode, by [1]
g(2)(0) =
〈(aˆ†)2aˆ2〉
〈aˆ†aˆ〉2 ,
where aˆ, aˆ† are boson operators satisfying the commu-
tation relation [aˆ, aˆ†] = 1. In the quantum state of the
multiverse, taking into account the relations (34-35) for
the operators bˆ and bˆ†, the second order coherence func-
tion can be written as
g(2)(0) = 1 +
14x4 + 9x2 − 2
25x4 + 20x2 + 4
, (57)
where, x ≡ |ν0|. The function (57) is represented in Fig.
4 for different values of the parameter w and for N0 = 2.
For values of the scale factor which are closed to the value
a = 1, Neff ≡ |ν0|2 ≈ 2, and the second order coherence
FIG. 4: Antibunching effect in the multiverse, Eq. (57), for
different values of the parameter w in the equation of state of
the fluid that dominates the expansion of the universe.
is less than one (see Fig. 4). For smaller and larger values
of the scale factor the effect disappears, which is consis-
tent because the representation in terms of the modes
of the harmonic oscillator with constant frequency , |N〉
(ω = 1), is equivalent, except for an irrelevant phase, to
the Lewis representation, |N, a〉, with a value of a = 1.
For values, a≫ 1 or a≪ 1, the effective number of uni-
verses is large and the quantum correlations disappear.
It clearly reveals the strong dependence of the violation
of the classical inequalities on the representation chosen
to describe the quantum state of the multiverse.
Squeezed states violate the Cauchy-Schwartz inequal-
ity for any value of the squeezing parameters [1], and
they can also violate the Bell’s inequalities. The latter
9violation is even more important because it is directly
related to the non-local characteristic of the quantum
theory. Bell’s inequalities are violated, for a two mode
state, when [1]
C =
〈bˆ†1bˆ1bˆ†2bˆ2〉
〈bˆ†1bˆ1bˆ†2bˆ2〉+ 〈(bˆ†1)2bˆ21〉
≥
√
2
2
. (58)
In the multiverse, taking into account Eqs. (34-35), it is
obtained
〈(bˆ†1)2bˆ21〉 = N2(6x4 + 6x2 + 1) +N(6x4 + 2x2 − 1) + 2x4, (59)
〈bˆ†1bˆ1bˆ†2bˆ2〉 = N2(6x4 + 6x2 + 1) +N(6x4 + 4x2) + x2(2x2 + 1), (60)
FIG. 5: Violation of Bell inequalities, Eq. (58), for different
values of the parameter w: i) for baby universes, Cb, and ii)
for parent universes, Cp.
where, x ≡ |ν0| = sinh r, and N1 = N2 ≡ N . In Eqs.
(59-60), it has been considered that the universes are
identical except for the existence of conscious observers
that make each single universe distinguishable, so that
[bˆi, bˆ
†
j ] = 0, for i 6= j. For a initial vacuum state, r =
0 and N = 0, C = 1 > 0.7, what implies a maximal
violation of the Bell inequalities [1]. For N = 1, i.e. for
a pair of entangled universes, it is obtained
C =
14x4 + 11x2 + 1
28x4 + 19x2 + 1
, (61)
and Bell’s inequalities are violated (C ≥ 0.7) for, 0 <
sinh r < 0.31, i.e. for small values of the squeezing pa-
rameter. In Fig. 5, it is represented the violation of Bell
inequalities for baby and parent universes with different
values of the parameter w.
E. EPR argument in the multiverse
The existence of squeezed and entangled states in the
multiverse allows us to pose an argument analog to the
EPR argument in quantum mechanics. The original EPR
argument [52] tried to show the incompleteness of the
quantum theory from the point of view of a realistic the-
ory. It was Bell [53] who pointed out that the EPR ex-
periment showed the non-local characteristic of quantum
mechanics, actually. Roughly speaking, in a entangled
state between two particles, we can know the properties
of a distant particle by means of making a measurement
on the other particle of the pair, no matter how far are
they separated. As it is well known, it does not vio-
late the principle of relativity because a classical channel
is needed to transmit information from an emitter to a
receiver, and thus information cannot travel at a speed
greater than light.
Nevertheless, the effect of measuring a property in one
of the particles determines the value of the same property
in the other distant particle of the pair. That was dubbed
spooky action and it is fundamentally related to the non-
local characteristic of quantum correlations. In the mul-
tiverse, entangled states as those given in Eq. (27) can be
posed. However, there is no common space-time between
the universes in the quantum multiverse and, in such a
context, the concepts of locality and non-locality do not
make sense and have to be extended to the concepts of
independence or interdependence of the quantum states
of the universes. The entangled states of the multiverse
are therefore related to the non-separability of the states
that correspond to different regions of the space-time,
which are however classically and causally disconnected.
Furthermore, the quantum correlations might have ob-
servable consequences in the dynamics and the thermo-
dynamics of a single universe, one of which could well
be a contribution to the vacuum energy of the universe
in the form of an energy of entanglement between two
universes.
Entangled states are also used in quantum optics to
develop a protocol of teleportation by which a particu-
lar quantum state is transmitted from an emitter (Alice)
to a receptor (Bob). In the phantom multiverse, we can
consider the entangled state between the regions before
and after the big rip singularity, given by Eq. (27). The
modes of the scalar field which correspond to the ex-
panding and contracting branches of the universe, before
and after the singularity, respectively, are entangled and
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might be used as the quantum channel of the protocol of
teleportation. As a classical channel one could consider
the wormholes that crop up at both sides of the singular-
ity [37, 38] and, therefore, both channels would permit
the transmission of a quantum state between Alice, who
is located in the region before the singularity, and Bob,
who is placed in a hypersurface of the space-time after the
singularity. Evidently, this is only a hypothetic example
of how the existence of entangled states in the multiverse
could provide us with non-classical communication pro-
tocols between different universes by making use of the
non-separable nature of their quantum states.
Let us finally make the plausible objection that the
existence of entangled states in the multiverse may be
viewed as an incorrect choice of the subspaces H1 and
H2 of the whole Hilbert space, H, that corresponds to
the complete quantum description of the universe. That
is to say, that H cannot be given by a direct product, i.e.
H 6= H1 ⊗H2, or that the splitting of the whole Hilbert
space in two subspaces is just a useful mathematical re-
source to obtain the quantum state inH that corresponds
to a unique single universe. It can be accepted. However,
the analog argument in the quantum description of the
electromagnetic field would be that entangled states be-
tween a pair of photons are just a useful way to represent
the state of the field. The violation of classical inequal-
ities in quantum optics reveals however the corpuscular
nature of the photon and its existence as an autonomous
entity, although not necessarily independent. It allows
us, in a second quantization formalism, to interpret the
different modes of the wave function of the universe as
different universes. The complementarity characteristic
of the quantum theory impels us to consider as well their
wave properties and thus quantum interference and cor-
relations between the states of different universes, which
can be considered to be identical, as in the model con-
sider in this paper, except for the plausible existence of
conscious observers that might communicate each other
through classical or quantum channels.
In the following section we make use of this argument
to compute the thermodynamics quantities of entangle-
ment between two universes whose quantum states are
correlated.
III. ENTANGLEMENT THERMODYNAMICS
IN THE MULTIVERSE
A. Quantum thermodynamics
For a physical system that is quantum mechanically
represented by a density matrix ρˆ, with a dynamic deter-
mined by a Hamiltonian operator Hˆ , the following ther-
modynamical quantities can be defined [54, 55]
E(a) = Tr
(
ρˆ(a)Hˆ(a)
)
, (62)
Q(a) =
∫ a
Tr
(
dρˆ(a′)
da′
Hˆ(a′)
)
da′, (63)
W (a) =
∫ a
Tr
(
ρˆ(a′)
dHˆ(a′)
da′
)
da′, (64)
where Tr(Oˆ) means the trace of the operator Oˆ, and in
the case of the multiverse the time variable has been sub-
stituted by the scale factor, which is the temporal vari-
able in the second quantization formalism of the minisu-
perspace. In these definitions, E is the quantum infor-
mational analog of the energy, Q is that of the heat and
W the analog of the work. Then, the first principle of
thermodynamics,
dE = δW + δQ, (65)
is satisfied. The quantum entropy is defined by the von
Neumann’s formula,
S(ρˆ) = −Tr (ρˆ(a) ln ρˆ(a)) , (66)
where the logarithmic function of an operator must be
read as its series development, i.e.
S(ρˆ) =
∞∑
k=1
1
k
k∑
l=0
(−1)l
(
k
l
)
Tr
(
ρˆl+1
)
= −
∑
i
λi lnλi,
(67)
being λi the eigenstates of the density matrix and,
0 ln 0 ≡ 0. For a pure state, ρˆn = ρˆ, and λi = δij for
some value j, and therefore the entropy vanishes.
It is worthy to note that the quantum thermodynam-
ical energy and entropy are invariant under a unitary
evolution of the state of the universe. By using the cyclic
property of the trace, it can be written
S(ρˆ) =
∞∑
k=1
1
k
k∑
l=0
(−1)l
(
k
l
)
Tr
(
Uˆ†S(a)ρˆl+10 UˆS(a)
)
= S(ρˆ0), (68)
and analogously for the energy E, provided that no dissi-
pative terms or other interacting processes are considered
in the dynamics of the universe. Such processes can make
the state of the universe effectively undergo an non uni-
tary evolution, and the entropy of the universe grows as
the universe is expanding [30, 56].
The invariance given in Eq. (68) is no necessarily appli-
cable to the heat Q and workW . For instance, let us con-
sider two representations, A and B, which were related
by a unitary transformation Uˆ , so that, ρˆB = Uˆ ρˆAUˆ† and
HˆB = UˆHˆAUˆ†. Then, it is satisfied that EA = EB and
SA = SB . In particular,
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δQA(a) + δWA(a) = Tr
(
∂ρˆA
∂a
HˆA
)
+Tr
(
ρˆA
∂HˆA
∂a
)
= Tr
(
∂ρˆB
∂a
HˆB
)
+Tr
(
ρˆB
∂HˆB
∂a
)
= δQB(a) + δWB(a), (69)
where it has been used that,
˙ˆUUˆ† = −Uˆ ˙ˆU†. However, if
Uˆ ≡ Uˆ(a), it is not necessarily true that, δQA = δQB and
δWA = δWB , although the first principle of thermody-
namics is still satisfied, dE = δQA+δWA = δQB+δWB.
In classical thermodynamics the heat and work are not,
unlike the energy and the entropy, functions of state be-
cause their values depend on the path of integration of
δQ and δW . The analogy in quantum thermodynamics
is that Q and W depend on the representation that is
taken to compute them.
In the change of entropy, two terms can be distin-
guished: one due to the variation of heat, and the change
caused by the rest of processes. It can be written as
[16, 54],
dS
da
=
1
T
δQ
da
+ σ(a), (70)
where the second term, σ(a), is called [54] production of
entropy. The second principle of thermodynamics states
that the entropy of a system cannot decrease under any
adiabatic process, which is equivalent to say that the pro-
duction of entropy has to be always non-negative, i.e.
σ(a) ≥ 0. (71)
It has to be noticed that in the quantum thermody-
namics of open systems [16, 54], the change of entropy
is also expressed also as dS
dt
=
(
dS
dt
)
ext
+
(
dS
dt
)
int
, where(
dS
dt
)
ext
= δQ
T
, is interpreted as the change in the en-
tropy because the interaction with an external bath (or
reservoir) at temperature T ; and
(
dS
dt
)
int
≥ 0, is inter-
preted as the change of entropy because the change of
the internal degrees of freedom. However, in the multi-
verse the terms external and internal lack their meaning
because in a closed system all the thermodynamical mag-
nitudes are obviously internal to the system. We can still
formally define the thermodynamical quantities given by
Eqs. (62-64) and (66) in a similar way to which it is made
in an open system, being their interpretation for a closed
system like the multiverse, however, rather different. In
the multiverse, the heat Q and work W cannot be in-
terpreted as ways of exchanging energy with a reservoir
because, in the case being considered, there is no such
reservoir. Similarly, the analog of the temperature T
does not represent the temperature of an external bath.
All the thermodynamical magnitudes of a closed system
are internal properties of the system.
Let us consider now the state of the multiverse and
its thermodynamical properties, which depend on the
boundary condition that is imposed on the state of the
multiverse. Let us suppose that the boundary condition
FIG. 6: Energy E, heat Q and work W , Eqs. (73-75), for
different values of the parameter w. The first principle of
thermodynamics is always satisfied, E = Q+W .
FIG. 7: Quantun entropy of the universe, Eq. (76), for dif-
ferent values of the parameter w. The entropy decreases with
respect to the scale factor. However, the second principle of
thermodynamics is still satisfied because the process is not
adiabatic and the production of entropy is zero.
is chosen so that the multiverse is quantum mechanically
represented by the thermal state
ρˆ =
1
Z
∑
N
e−
~ω(a)
T
(N+ 12 )|N, a〉〈N, a|, (72)
where, Z−1 ≡ 2 sinh ~ω(a)2T , and ω(a) = ω0~ aq−1 is the
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frequency of the Hamiltonian that determines the evolu-
tion of the multiverse. In that case, the thermodynamical
quantities involved in the first principle of thermodynam-
ics (65) turn out to be,
E(a) =
~ω(a)
2
coth
~ω(a)
2T
, (73)
Q(a) = T
(
~ω(a)
2T
coth
~ω(a)
2T
− ln sinh ~ω(a)
2T
)
,(74)
W (a) = T ln sinh
~ω(a)
2T
. (75)
It can be checked that, E = Q+W and dE = δQ+ δW .
It appears a term of heat production, Q, because the
dependence of the frequency with respect to the scale
factor. Thus, the entropy,
S =
~ω(a)
2T
coth
~ω(a)
2T
− ln sinh ~ω(a)
2T
− ln 2, (76)
is no longer constant and the change of entropy,
dS = −~
2ωω˙
4T 2
1
sinh2 ~ω(a)2T
, (77)
turns out to be negative. However, the second principle
of thermodynamics is still satisfied because the change
of the entropy corresponds precisely to the change of the
heat (over the temperature T ), and the production of
entropy is therefore zero,
σ =
dS
da
− 1
T
δQ
da
≡ 0. (78)
The thermodynamical magnitudes which are involved in
the first principle of thermodynamics are depicted in Fig.
6 for different values of the parameter w. The entropy,
depicted in Fig. 7, decreases with the value of the scale
factor although the second principle of thermodynamics
is satisfied because the process is not adiabatic and the
production of entropy is zero, as it is expected in a closed
system with no dissipative processes.
B. Energy and entropy of entanglement
The violation of classical inequalities and the existence
of entangled and squeezed states in the context of a quan-
tum multiverse allow us to consider, in general, correlated
states between two universes. It has to be noted that
the entanglement depends crucially on the choice of the
representation of the modes (Ref. [57], p. 88). In this
section we use two representations: the representation of
parent universes that describe macroscopic universes like
ours, and the representation of baby universes which can
describe, in a first approximation, the quantum fluctua-
tions of the space-time of a parent universe.
In both cases, the squeezing relations given by Eqs.
(46-46) and (52-53) allow us to write the composite state
of two entangled universes as,
ρˆ(a) = Uˆ†S(a)|0102〉〈0102|UˆS(a), (79)
where the evolution operator is the squeezing operator
given by,
UˆS(a) = er(a)e
iθ bˆ1bˆ2−r(a)e−iθ bˆ†1bˆ†2 , (80)
with r(a) and θ(a) being the squeezing parameters that
depend on the value of the scale factor. The boundary
condition that has been taken in the composite state (79),
is that the state is initially given by a pure state formed
by the fundamental states of each single universe in their
respective Hilbert spaces. We shall first obtain the ther-
modynamical properties of entanglement in terms of the
squeezing parameters, r and θ, and we shall then com-
pute the value of these parameters for baby and parent
universes and their thermodynamical properties of en-
tanglement.
The reduced density matrix for each single universe is
given by
ρˆ(1,2) ≡ Tr(2,1)ρˆ =
∞∑
N(2,1)=0
〈N(2,1)|ρˆ|N(2,1)〉. (81)
Let us focus, for instance, on the universe 1 (they both
are identical anyway). Its state is given then by
ρˆ1 =
∞∑
N2=0
〈N2|Uˆ†S |02〉|01〉〈01|〈02|UˆS |N2〉. (82)
Making use of the disentangling theorem [58, 59],
Uˆ†S(a) = eΓ(a)e
iθ bˆ
†
1 bˆ
†
2e−g(a)(bˆ
†
1 bˆ1+bˆ
†
2 bˆ2+1)e−e
−iθΓ(a)bˆ1bˆ2 ,
(83)
where,
Γ(a) = tanh r(a) , g(a) = ln cosh r(a), (84)
we obtain that each single universe is quantum mechan-
ically represented by the thermal state given by,
ρˆ1(a) = e
−2g(a)
∞∑
N=0
e2N ln Γ(a)|N〉〈N |
=
1
cosh2 r
∞∑
N=0
(
tanh2 r
)N |N〉〈N |
=
1
Z
∞∑
N=0
e
− ω(a)
T(a) (N+
1
2 )|N〉〈N |, (85)
where, |N〉 ≡ |N〉1 (similarly for ρˆ2 with |N〉 ≡ |N〉2),
and with, Z−1 = 2 sinh ω2T . The two universes of the
entangled pair evolve in thermal equilibrium with respect
to each other, with a temperature that depends on the
scale factor, i.e.
T ≡ T (a) = ω(a)
2 ln 1Γ(a)
. (86)
The entanglement entropy, which is defined as
Sent = −Tr(ρˆ1 ln ρˆ1), (87)
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FIG. 8: Entanglement energy, integration of Eq. (94) with
ω = 1, and entanglement entropy, Eq. (88), with respect to
the squeezing parameter r.
turns out to be
Sent(a) = cosh
2 r ln cosh2 r − sinh2 r ln sinh2 r. (88)
It grows with respect to the squeezing parameter r (Fig.
8). The second principle of quantum thermodynamics,
given by Eq. (71), is satisfied because the change in the
entropy of entanglement corresponds precisely with the
change of heat over the temperature, and the production
of entropy σ vanishes. It can be checked by computing
the thermodynamical magnitudes given by Eqs. (62-64).
From Eq. (62), the energy of the state represented by
ρˆ1 (= E(ρˆ2)) reads
E1(a) = Trρˆ1Hˆ1 = ω(sinh
2 r +
1
2
) = ω(〈Nˆ(a)〉+ 1
2
),
(89)
where, Hˆ1 ≡ ω(bˆ†1bˆ1 + 12 ). The change in the heat and
work, given by Eqs. (63) and (64), respectively, are
δW1 = Tr(ρˆ1
dHˆ1
da
) = ω˙(sinh2 r +
1
2
), (90)
δQ1 = Tr(
dρˆ1
da
Hˆ1) = ωr˙ sinh 2r, (91)
from which it can be checked that, dE1 = δW1 + δQ1.
From Eqs. (91) and (88), it can also be checked that the
production of entropy is zero,
σ =
dSent
da
− 1
T
δQ
da
= 0, (92)
where, T = ω2 ln
−1 1
Γ , is defined in Eq. (86). Moreover,
Eq. (92) can be compared with the expression which is
usually used to compute the energy of entanglement (see,
Refs. [2–4]),
dEent = TdSent. (93)
It enhances us to establish an energy of entanglement
given by
dEent = δQ = ω sinh 2r dr. (94)
FIG. 9: Squeezing parameter, r, in terms of the scale factor
for baby universes and for different values of the parameter
w.
FIG. 10: Entanglement entropy in terms of the scale factor
fot baby universes and for different values of the parameter
w.
1. Parent and baby universes
The Lewis states are related to the states of baby uni-
verses by the squeezing relations (52-53). The squeezing
parameter r is given then by,
r = arcsinh|νb|, (95)
The squeezing parameter, r, and the thermodynamical
magnitudes of entanglement are depicted in Figs. 9-10.
The work W is zero because the frequency of the har-
monic oscillator that represents the baby universes, ωb
in Eqs. (50-51), is a constant. Then, E = Q, and the
total energy is the energy of entanglement. It grows with
the size of the quantum fluctuations of the space-time as
the universe is expanding.
For parent universes, the states are given by those of
a harmonic oscillator with a scale factor dependent fre-
quency, ω ≡ ω(a) = ω0
~
aq−1. In that case, the Lewis
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FIG. 11: Entanglement energy and temperature of entangle-
ment of baby universes for different values of the parameter
w.
FIG. 12: Parameter of squeezing, r, for parent universes and
for different values of the parameter w.
FIG. 13: Entanglement entropy in terms of the scale factor
for parent universes and for different values of the parameter
w.
FIG. 14: Energy of entanglement for parent universes and for
different values of the parameter w.
states are related to the states of parent universes by the
relations (46-47), and the squeezing parameter is
r = arcsinh|νp|. (96)
Then, the entanglement and the energy of entanglement
decrease for increasing values of the scale factor. The
thermodynamical properties of entanglement for parent
universes are depicted in Figs. 12-14. Thus, the entan-
glement between two universes provides us with a mech-
anism by which the vacuum energy can be high in the
initial stage of the universe, which is a required condition
of the inflationary models, and it can however present a
much smaller value in the older stages of the universe
like the current one, which might fit with the current
observational value of the cosmological constant.
2. Accelerating universes
The limit of validity of the model presented in this
paper corresponds to a value of the scale factor which
is well above the Planck scale. For a phantom domi-
nated universe, moreover, the model is not valid in the
achronal region around the big rip. Between those lim-
its the semiclassical approximation is valid and we can
then obtain the thermodynamical quantities of entangle-
ment in terms of the cosmic time given by the Friedmann
equation, whose solutions can be written as [9]
a(t) = (aβ0 + βλ0(t− t0))
1
β , (97)
with, β = 32 (1 + w), for w 6= −1, and a(t) = eλ0(t−t0) for
w = −1. Inserting the value of the scale factor (97) in the
equations given in this section, we obtain the thermody-
namical magnitudes in therms of the cosmic time (Figs.
15-16, with a0 = 1, t0 = 0). The main feature in the case
of a phantom dominated universe (w < −1) is the diver-
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FIG. 15: Squeezing parameter for parent universes in terms of
cosmic time t, for different values of the parameter w. In the
big rip singularity, the thermodynamical magnitudes diverge
and the model is no longer valid.
FIG. 16: Entropy of entanglement for parent universes in
terms of cosmic time t, for different values of the parameter
w.
singularity, as it was expected. The region II after the
singularity is symmetric to the region I before the big rip.
For other values of the parameter w, the thermodynam-
ical properties of entanglement take the expected value
for a scale factor that continuously grows in time and,
therefore, with squeezing and entanglement parameters
that decrease with respect to the cosmic time.
3. Homogeneous and isotropic flat universe with a scalar
field
In Sec. II, it has been shown that the wave function of a
multiverse made up of effectively flat regions of the space-
time can be written in terms of two set of modes which
correspond to the ’no-boundary’ condition and the tun-
neling boundary condition, written as B¯n and Bn, respec-
tively. The two sets are related by the Bogoliubov trans-
formation given in Eqs. (19-20), with, |αn|2 − |βn|2 = 1.
We can then define two different states for the vacuum of
the multiverse, |0n〉 and |0¯n〉, respectively [see Eq. (21)].
Following the formal analogy with a quantum field the-
ory in a curved space-time, the vacuum state |0¯k,−k〉 can
be written as [60]
|0¯k,−k〉 = 1|αk|
∞∑
n=0
(
βk
αk
)n
|nk, n−k〉, (98)
where the modes k and −k correspond to the expanding
and contracting branches of the universe, respectively.
The state given by Eq. (98) represents an entangled state
between the quantum states of those branches.
Let us consider a phantom dominated universe in
which the expanding and contracting branches are
causally separated by the big rip singularity. In that
case, the quantum state that corresponds to the regions
before and after the singularity is given by a reduced den-
sity matrix which is obtained by tracing out the degrees
of freedom of the complementary region. If the initial
state corresponds to the vacuum state |0¯k,−k〉, the total
density matrix is given by
ρˆ = |0¯k,−k〉〈0¯k,−k|
=
1
|αk|2
∞∑
n,m=0
(
βk
αk
)n+m
|nk, n−k〉〈mk,m−k|.(99)
The reduced density matrix for the expanding region be-
fore the singularity turns out to be
ρˆr =
1
|αk|2
∞∑
n=0
(
βk
αk
)2n
|nk〉〈nk|
=
1
cosh2 rk
∞∑
n=0
(
tanh2 rk
)n |nk〉〈nk|. (100)
It represents a thermal state with a temperature given
by Eq. (86), with ωk = k, and Γ
2 = βk
αk
, i.e.
T =
k
2 ln |αk||βk|
=
q
2π
, (101)
which is the temperature already obtained in Sec. II [see
Eq. (23)]. With the reduced density matrix and making
use of the equations developed in this section, we can
obtain the thermodynamical magnitudes that correspond
to the thermal state (100). The entanglement entropy,
Eq. (88), turns out to be
Sent = |αk|2 ln |αk|2 − |βk|2 ln |βk|2
=
πk
q
cotanh
πk
q
− ln
(
2 sinh
πk
q
)
, (102)
which fits with Eq. (76), with ωk = k and T =
q
2π . From
Eqs. (74-75), it can be checked that, Q = TSent, and the
energy and work are given by,
E =
k
2
cotanh
πk
q
, (103)
W =
q
2π
ln sinh
πk
q
. (104)
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FIG. 17: Energy of entanglement with respect to the value of
the mode k of the scalar field, for different values of the pa-
rameter w in the equation of state of the fluid that dominates
the expansion of the universe.
The change of the entropy with respect to the value
of the mode, k, for the constant temperature T = q2π , is
[see Eq. (77)],
dS
dk
= −π
2k
q2
1
sinh2 πk
q
=
1
T
δQ
dk
. (105)
And therefore, the production of entropy, σ, is zero. In
that case, the energy of entanglement can be identified
with the heat, Q, i.e.
Eent = Q =
k
2
cotanh
πk
q
− q
2π
ln
(
2 sinh
πk
q
)
, (106)
where, q = 32 (1−w), w being the proportionality constant
of the equation of state of the fluid that dominates the
expansion of the universe, p = wρˆ (let us recall that
q = 3 for vacuum dominated universes). The energy of
entanglement is depicted in Fig. 17 for different values
of the parameter w.
It provides us with another mechanism by which the
vacuum energy of the universe can be high in an earlier
stage of the universe and it becomes smaller, however, in
a more evolved stage of the universe provided that the
cosmic scalar field starts with a small value of the mode k
and evolves to higher modes as the universe is expanding.
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER
COMMENTS
It has been shown that the quantum state of a mul-
tiverse made up of homogeneous and isotropic space-
times with a massless scalar field is given by a squeezed
state, and that the quantum state of the phantom mul-
tiverse turns out to be an entangled state between the
modes that correspond to the expanding and contracting
branches of each universe, before and after the big rip sin-
gularity, respectively. A pair of entangled universes can
also come up from a double instanton whose creation is
allowed by the presence of quantum corrections in the
Wheeler-DeWitt equation. Therefore, quantum states
with no classical analog have generally to be considered
in the context of the quantum multiverse.
Statistical boundary conditions have to be impose to
determine the quantum state of the multiverse. The
boundary condition of the multiverse that the number
of universes of the multiverse does not depend on the
value of the scale factor of a particular single universe
fixes the representation to be chosen. This is given by
the Lewis states that can be interpreted, in the context
of the multiverse, as the states that represent entangled
pairs of universes.
If the existence of squeezed states in the multiverse
would imply a violation of Bell’s inequalities, then, be-
cause there is no common space-time to the universes in
the quantum multiverse, the non-locality features of the
squeezed states would rather be related to the interde-
pendence of the entangled quantum states that represent
different universes or regions of the universe, being these
however classically and thus causally disconnected.
It has been studied the thermodynamical properties of
a closed system like the multiverse. All the thermody-
namical magnitudes of a closed system are internal prop-
erties of the system and, with the given definitions, the
first and second principles of thermodynamics are satis-
fied for any value of the scale factor. The entropy of the
multiverse can decrease, satisfying however the second
principle of thermodynamics because the process is not
adiabatic, the change of entropy precisely corresponds to
the change of heat (over the temperature) and, thus, the
entropy production is zero.
Unlike the values of the quantum informational analogs
of work and heat, the values of the quantum thermody-
namical energy and entropy do not depend on the rep-
resentation which is chosen to describe the state of the
multiverse, provided that different representations are re-
lated to each other by unitary transformations. There-
fore, if the universe starts in a pure state, such a state
remains being a pure state along the unitary evolution of
the universes in the multiverse.
It has also been considered a pair of universes whose
quantum mechanical states are entangled. The compos-
ite state of the pair is given by a pure state. However,
the state of each single universe turns out to be given
by a thermal state with a temperature that depends on
the scale factor. Both universes of the entangled pair
stay therefore in thermal equilibrium along the corre-
lated evolutions of their scale factors. Cosmic entangle-
ment provides us thus with a mechanism by which the
thermodynamical arrow of time in the multiverse, given
by the change of the total quantum entropy, would be
zero for a multiverse described in terms of pure states
of entangled pairs of universes, a conclusion which could
be related to that already pointed out in Ref. [6] [see,
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also, Ref. ([61])]. Each single universe of the multiverse,
however, would still have an arrow of time given by the
change of the entropy of entanglement with its partner
universe. This arrow of time corresponds however to a
decrease of the entanglement entropy rather than an in-
crease. Nevertheless, the second principle of thermody-
namics is satisfied because the change of the entropy of
entanglement precisely corresponds to the change of the
energy of entanglement, which can be identified with the
heat of entanglement of each single universe.
The evolution of the temperature and the energy of
entanglement depends on the kind of universes that are
considered. For baby universes, the energy of entangle-
ment grows with the expansion of the parent universe. It
can be interpreted as an effective creation of a high num-
ber of vacuum fluctuations in the space-time of the par-
ent universe. For parent universes, the temperature and
the energy of entanglement decrease along the expansion
of the universe. Thus, the energy density of each single
universe can be high in an initial stage, what is expected
for an inflationary period, and it can however present a
smaller value in a more evolved epoch, like the current
one.
The energy of entanglement for the positive and nega-
tive modes of a massless scalar field, which correspond to
the expanding and contracting branches of the universe,
respectively, obeys a similar behavior for the vacuum en-
ergy when the scalar field starts with a small value of the
mode and evolves to higher values with the expansion of
the universe.
In this paper, it has also been pointed out that the
quantum-mechanical fundamental concepts of comple-
mentarity and non-locality have to be revised within the
context of the quantum multiverse. Thus, multiversal
non-locality has to be extended in such a way that it
now expresses interdependence of different regions of the
whole manifold that represents the multiverse. These re-
gions can classically and causally be disconnected to each
other although their composite state can still present
quantum correlations. Thus, the classical concept of
causality ought to be revised. The concept of complemen-
tarity in the multiverse implies the consideration of inter-
ference processes among different universes or branches
of the universe. These processes might have observable
effects in each single universe, so that it underlies the
question of whether the multiverse studied in this pa-
per can be tested, i.e. whether it is a falseable scientific
proposal, actually [66].
In general, on regarding the testability of a multiverse
proposal, it should be firstly said that a multiverse can
actually be considered provided that it allows searching
for the effects that other universes might imprint in the
properties of our own universe. Furthermore, different
ways of potentially observing the effects of the multiverse
in our universe have been proposed. In Refs. [62, 63], it
has been proposed that giant voids in the sky could be
the result of inter-universal interactions and, in Ref. [64],
the light pattern of the gravitational lensing produced by
wormholes, ringholes and Klein-bottle holes that connect
our universe with others would be distinguishable from
that made by similar tunnels connecting different regions
of our universe, providing us thus with a mechanism for
testing the multiverse.
In the model presented in this paper, it has been shown
that the inter-universal entanglement can modify the dy-
namical and thermodynamical properties of single uni-
verses. Thus, some additional forms of testability of
the quantum multiverse can be envisaged. Firstly, the
temperature of entanglement might be matched with the
temperature of our universe provided that there exists
a relation between the thermodynamics of entanglement
and the thermodynamics of the universe. Secondly, as-
suming that the energy of inter-universal entanglement
were the major contribution to the vacuum energy of
a single universe, then, the evolution rate of the scale
factor would have a correlation with the amount of inter-
universal entanglement and, particularly, with the rate of
change of its energy of entanglement. By using the ob-
servational data, the entanglement rate could be fixed.
Furthermore, different boundary conditions for the state
of the multiverse imply different entanglement rates be-
tween the states of single universes. Therefore, it might
well be that the evolution rate of the scale factor of our
universe would provide us with a criteria for selecting the
appropriate boundary condition of the whole multiverse,
making testable not only the multiverse proposal but also
the cosmic boundary conditions to be chosen.
Thus, the question of testability of the multiverse, far
from being the problem of the multiverse, seems to be
the keystone for considering new approaches to tradi-
tional questions in quantum cosmology, like the bound-
ary conditions, the arrow of time or the anthropic prin-
ciples, among others. It challenges us to adopt new and
open-minded points of view about major physical and
philosophical preconceptions.
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